
Year 3 Curriculum Map
Spring Term 2 2020



Writing:
Pupils will focus on:
 Recount – The Chocolate Museum; 
 Writing a recipe – How to make bread; 
 Retelling Handa’s Surprise - changing key 

features of the story.

Flow
English grammar for writing:
Pupils will focus on:
 Formal language;
 Clear structure; 
 3rd person;
 Past tense; 
 Present tense;
 Recipe layout;
 Technical language; 
 Time conjunctions;
 Organisation of paragraphs.

Maths:
Pupils will focus on: 
 Multiplication and division; 
 Money; 
 Statistics;
 Length and perimeter; 
 Fractions.

Science: 
This term we will be focusing on: 
 Classifying food into groups;
 Understanding different foods have 

different textures;
 Making systematic and careful observations 

and, where appropriate, take accurate 
measurements using standard units;

 Identify that animals, including humans, 
need the right types and amount of 
nutrition.



RE: How important can a book be? 
 Learn how different believers make use of holy 

books;
 Make links between beliefs, teachings and sources 

of at least two different religious groups; 
 Explore stories and teachings from different 

religious books;
PSHE: Healthy Me 
 Being Fit and Healthy
 What Do I Know  About Drugs?
 Safe or Unsafe
 My Amazing Body

Spanish:Spanish:
 Greetings, counting to ten, days of the 

week and months of the year, colours.

Art and Design:
 To use a variety of techniques to 

complete observational drawings.

Food Technology:
 To prepare and cook a savoury dish.

P.E. and Educational Visits:P.E. and Educational Visits:
We are learning:
 General fitness exercises;
 Teamwork;
 Visit to The Chocolate Museum; 
 Visit to a Hindu temple.

Reminders:Reminders:
 Wear correct uniform; No trainers.
 PE is on a Monday. 
 Name all clothes clearly please.
 Gates open at 8.45am.
 School finishes at 3:15pm.
 Read with your child every evening.
 Times Table Rock Stars every evening.


